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Abstract: This report provides a concise overview of the rendering and utilization of three-dimensional
models in the field of anatomy. Anatomical three-dimensional virtual models are widely used for
educational purposes, preoperative planning, and surgical simulations because they simply allow
for interactive three-dimensional navigation across the human organs or entire body. Virtual threedimensional models have been recently fabricated as accurate replicas of the anatomical structures thanks
to advances in rapid prototyping technology.
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Introduction
The anatomy of the human body has captivated the attention of scientists, even
in ancient times. For example, Alcmaeon of Croton, Herophilus of Chalcedon,
Erasistratus of Chios, Hippocrates, Aristotle, and Galen, among others, have laid the
foundation upon which the current knowledge of human anatomy has been built.
They were not only philosophers but, principally, experimentalists and investigators
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who practiced human dissections and animal vivisections in order to gain knowledge
of the structure and function of anatomy [1–4].
Historically, knowledge of the anatomy of the human body has been mainly
obtained by gross anatomical exploration. Contemporary imaging technologies
now have the capacity to show the structure of the human body and its many parts
in a variety of different modes (e.g., visible light scanning, laser light scanning,
radiographic scanning, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging,
ultrasonography, scintigraphy, etc.).
Proper interpretation of images is particularly essential for analyzing and
understanding scans of small and intricate anatomical structures. For this reason,
considerable attention is paid to the effectiveness of image interpretation and its
application in the creation of virtual models [5]. Therefore, image analysis is often
supported by computer algorithms designed for the extraction of information
from series of images, allows for both visualization and objective evaluation of the
morphological properties [6].
Prosected anatomical specimens have always been indispensable in teaching
and learning human anatomy. Nevertheless, technological progress has led to the
advancement in the accuracy of fabricated anatomical models, owing to possibilities
of rapid prototyping of high-quality virtual models. Therefore, there is increasing
interest in the supplementation of traditional learning with virtual anatomical
renderings and physical renderings derived from modern scanning methods. At
present, anatomical models, both virtual and physical, can accurately reveal a broad
spectrum of morphological details and demonstrate individual patient anatomy. The
potential for rendering models of the unique anatomy of one particular individual is
particularly important for presurgical planning and the manufacturing of customized
prostheses.
The intention of this paper was to give concise information how the virtual
models are created and briefly demonstrate their contemporary role in the clinicallyoriented study of human anatomy.

Modalities Used in the Creation of 3D Anatomical Models
and Rendering Techniques
Radiological techniques play an important role in imaging the internal anatomy of
the human body. Computed tomography is one of the most popular techniques use
in modern diagnostic imaging. According to data cited by Brenner and Hall more
than 62 million CT scans per year are obtained in the United States, including at least
4 million from children [7].
Another popular source of medical data which can be used for creating anatomical
virtual models is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). This imaging technology,
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like CT, has broad application in medical diagnosis. It is estimated that there were
approximately 36,000 MR scanners being used around the world in 2017 [8].
Both CT and MRI provide high-resolution volumetric data sets of the human
body. Applicability of these imaging modalities in medical diagnosis depends on
nature of structures that are intended to be visualized. Usually, CT is dedicated for
viewing bony structures or diagnosing chest pathology, whereas MRI is well-suited
for examining soft tissues, pathology of the spinal cord and brain, and pathological
changes in the abdomen. Visual data delivered either by CT or MRI can be processed
in both two and three dimensions. Therefore, both CT and MRI are often used in the
creation of virtual models of human anatomy [9].
Outside of the clinical setting, a quite different source of data suitable for creating
virtual models has come in the way of digital photography and optic scanning systems
using so called structured light or laser light. In the case of digital photography and
optical scanning, a 3D model or the volumetric scene is rendered from a series of 2D
images depicting the object from many directions (so-called 360-degree photography).
Accordingly, the number of pictures from unique vantage points relates to improved
quality of the 3D model [10–11]. For example, by using 360-degree photography,
Jacquesson et al. produced an accurate 3D model of the sphenoid bone [12].
Photogrametric techniques deliver information about external features of the
object; therefore, they are more often used in anthropological and forensic sciences.
The 3D models created with the aid of this technique can be used, for example, in the
visual evaluation of morphological variants of the craniofacial skeleton or the shape
of the human face. Hence, metric traits captured from the virtual models allow for
quantitative evaluation of shape and size of surface features [13–17].
In medical applications, virtual 3D models are preferably created from the
radiological data delivered by the CT and MRI scanners. Although each modality
uses different physical effects (X-ray and magnetic field, respectively) they both
generate cross-sectional images which converted to 3D images are essential step in
creation virtual models demonstrating anatomy of the organs in three-dimensional
manner [18– 20]. Virtual 3D models are displayed by the volume rendering
— a technique of creating a 3D volumetric representation from 2D projection slices, or
surface rendering — a technique which visualizes a 3D object as a set of the iso-surfaces
(surfaces of equal values, containing points of the same intensity on all slices). These
two techniques were compared by independent researchers who indicated advantages
of surface rendering over volume rendering technique concerning speed in image
performance, graphical appearance, and computer requirements (type of CPU, size
of memory, disk space) necessary for processing and storing rendered data [21– 22].
However, volume rendering convey more information than surface rendering images,
but requires more effective algorithms for processing image data and longer time
for performing 3D visualization [23]. Extracted iso-surfaces from the volume can be
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rendered as polygonal meshes (usually mesh of triangles which approximate object’s
surface). The polygonal meshes created from the image data obtained from CT, MRI,
laser scanners and digital photography are indispensable for materializing virtual
models into the physical models manufactured by rapid prototyping technologies.

Materializing Physical Models from Virtual Models
Computer mesh modeling and surface reconstruction may serve as a preliminary
for the manufacturing of 3D models. For example, a triangular mesh model may
be materialized as a solid, tangible object by rapid prototyping techniques. Thus, an
anatomical structure intended for manufacturing as a physical 3D model has to be
represented by the set of triangles which approximate their surface configuration.
The amount of the triangles in the mesh depends on the source data (e.g., resolution,
number of CT scans, density of points captured by the light scanner on the object
surface). A larger number of the triangles ensure a more realistic appearance of the
anatomical structures.
From digital meshes, anatomical models are usually manufactured by two different
processes: additive and subtractive. Additive manufacturing (termed also as 3D
printing) is a process by which 3D objects are constructed by successively depositing
material (e.g., acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, a thermoplastic polymer) in layers until
the designed shape is attained. Additive modeling can be executed by technological
processes including selective laser sintering, fused deposition modeling, multi-jet
modeling, or stereolithography. Conversely, in a subtractive manufacturing process,
3D objects are constructed by successive removal of material from a large block of
material (e.g., polyurethane foam) through machining processes such as milling or
drilling until the desired shape of the model is attained [24]. Several reviews regarding
the applications of the aforementioned techniques have been published [25–29].
Since the 1990s, stereolithography has been used for quick manufacturing of
accurate 3D anatomical models, including models presenting details of both external
and internal anatomy registered by medical imaging systems [30–32]. Hence,
combined with computer software, 3D models can be helpful in surgical training. They
became a valuable tool in surgical planning and minimizing failure in reconstructing
damaged parts of the body when biomaterials or autografts are utilized. Threedimensional models are frequently used to help construct cranioplasty plates as well
as fabricate customized prosthetics and implants [33].

Quality of 3D Digital Renderings versus Prosected Specimens
Gross dissection has been espoused all over the world. Likewise, gross dissection is
time-honored, having been held in high regard in anatomical education for centuries.
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The regular use of the human cadavers for teaching anatomy began in Europe in the
Late Middle Ages and was propagated during the 18th and 19th centuries [34–35].
Today, cadaveric dissection continues to remain an important and reliable source of
anatomical information. However, restricted accessibility to prosected cadavers and
natural anatomical specimens has prompted the production of digital renderings and
subsequent physical models. Such models are widely used for educational purposes
because they enhance spatial perception, making easier understanding of spatial
relationships among components of the human body [36–37].
The limitations regarding human anatomical specimens have also led scholars
to create web-based gross anatomy atlases and publicly-available datasets (e.g., the
visible human dataset being the anatomical platform for human simulation) which
facilitate learning of human anatomy [38–39]. Similarly, virtual 3D models have
become a novel teaching tool which improve understanding particularly complex
anatomy and the topography of structures. For example, the “Visible Ear” is a library
of digital images of a human temporal bone and surrounding structures. The Visible
Ear is a high-fidelity computer-based modeling, simulation, and visualization system
used to teach temporal bone anatomy and, likewise, the application of anatomy to
middle ear surgery [40–42].
In academic medicine, only high-fidelity anatomical models can meet the
expectations of the instructors and students who utilize virtual reality for educational
purpose. Therefore, medical models must include all anatomical details of interest,
be free from any artifacts and be dimensionally accurate [43]. Analysis of errors
concerning discrepancies between virtual models and natural anatomical structures
has been the subject of numerous studies. For example, Choi et al. [44] found that
the absolute mean deviation between linear measurements taken on the original dry
skull and its rapid prototyping model was 0.62 ± 0.35 mm (0.56 ± 0.39%). Barker et
al. [45] reported a comparison between measurements skulls and measurements of
stereolithographic skull models gave absolute differences ranging from +0.1 mm to
+4.62 mm (Mean = +0.85 mm). Also, Colman et al. [46] tested the precision of virtual
models of the human pelvis derived from clinical computed tomography and found
that geometrical variability of the virtual pelvis rarely exceeds linear error of 2 mm.
Such accuracy of virtual models appeared sufficient for medical studies and surgical
pre-operative planning. Further, Quimby et al. [47] maintained that the accuracy
and reliability of measurements from on computer-based digital models is clinically
acceptable and that the virtual models can be an alternative to the conventional
plaster models utilized by orthodontists. It should be also mentioned that quality
of the replicated anatomical model is related to the manufacturing technology (e.g.,
selective laser sintering, PolyJet, etc.) used in the production of the model [48].
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Conclusions
Volume and surface renderings are commonly used for imaging anatomical structures
in three-dimensional manner, thereby facilitate understanding the orientation of the
structure in 3D space. Indeed, virtual modeling helps to simulate surgical operations
and enhance intra-organ navigation in presurgical planning and training medical
procedures.
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